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Abstract
Lexical false friends (FF) are the phenomena
where words that look the same, do not have
the same meaning or lexical usage. FF impose several challenges to statistical machine
translation. We present a methodology which
exploits word context modeling as well as information provided by word alignments for
identifying false friends and choosing the right
sense for them in the context. We show that
our approach enhances SMT lexical choice
for false friends across language variants. We
demonstrate that our approach reduces word
error rate (WER) and position independent error rate (PER) for Egyptian-English SMT by
0.6% and 0.1% compared to the baseline.

1

Introduction

False friends (FF), aka faux amis, are words in two
or more language variants that are orthographically
and/or phonetically similar but do not convey the
same meaning (Brown and Allan, 2010). FF sense
divergence is one of the main sources of performance degradation in statistical machine translation
(SMT) systems. These words are frequently observed when the underlying distribution of the test
set is different from that of the train data. In other
words, the sense of a particular word in the input sentence varies from all observed senses of that
word in the train data. Thus, SMT may choose the
target language translation which is considered inappropriate based on the context.
Standard form of a language has different informal spoken varieties which are known as dialects.
For instance, standard form of Arabic has different
dialects (Habash, 2010). These dialects typically

share a set of cognates that could bear the same
meaning in both varieties or only be shared homographs but serve as false friend. The usage of dialects in textual social media and communication
channels is rapidly increasing. On the other hand,
usually there is not enough dialectal parallel data to
train the translation model and build stand alone machine translation systems for dialects. However, the
standard official forms of language usually have a
wealth of resources and tools that can be adapted to
dialects of that language.
The main goal of this paper is to enhance dialectal
SMT performance without any in-domain training
data. We move towards this goal by performing a
pre-processing phase which includes, 1) identifying
false friends in the input sentence and, 2) replacing
them with an appropriate equivalent from standard
language which bears the same meaning. By doing
this, we benefit from availability of standard parallel
data to choose a more accurate target translation for
the false friends.
We aim to identify false friends without any labeled training data. We then try to choose equivalents from the standard language for the identified
false friends. We exploit a classifier for identifying false friends and designing a word sense disambiguator for finding the best equivalent from the
standard language. We employ unsupervised word
alignment from parallel text and a taxonomy-based
semantic similarity measure (Wu and Palmer, 1994)
to automatically acquire training data for the FF
identifier. Our word sense disambiguator benefits
from unsupervised word clusters to model the context. We obtain word clusters from a large monolingual text in the standard language. Training the
model only involves counting the coocurrences of
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each word with word clusters for different context
definitions. During decoding (disambiguation), for
a word in a sentence, we estimate the likelihood for
each equivalent of that word given word clusters in
its surrounding context.
We evaluate our method on Egyptian (EGY) to
English (EN) SMT using a translation model trained
on Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). We show that
our approach improves EGY-to-EN SMT lexical
choice and reachs 0.6% and 0.1% reduction in word
error rate (WER) and position-independent error
(PER) (Tillmann et al., 1997) over the baseline respectively. In summary, the main contributions of
this paper are: 1) designing a FF identifier with a supervised classifier trained on automatically acquired
labeled data, 2) designing a disambiguator for replacing FF with their equivalent standard form and
3) improving the SMT lexical choice on dialectal
data without using any in-domain parallel data to
train SMT model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We give a literature overview in §2. We then
detail our approach in §3 . We present t experiments
in §4 and discuss the results in §5. We finally make
conclusions in §6.

2

Related Work

There have been several studies for identifying false
friends which benefit from parallel data to measure
semantic similarity of words (Frunza and Inkpen,
2006; Nakov et al., 2009; Inkpen et al., 2005; Kondrak, 2001; Mitkov et al., 2007). Some other studies such as (Nakov et al., 2007; Schulz et al., 2004;
Nakov et al., 2009; Mulloni et al., 2007) exploit distributional semantics to identify false friends. These
methods hypothesize that words occurring in similar
contexts tend to be semantically similar. Methods
leveraging this idea usually use vector space models
to show the local context of the target word. Context can be modeled either with a window of a certain size around the target word e.g. (Nakov et al.,
2009) and (Schulz et al., 2004) or words in a particular syntactic relationships with the target word
e.g. (Mulloni et al., 2007).
The most comparable work to our false friend
identification approach is the work done by Mitkov
et al. (2007) which uses both distributional seman40

tic evidences extracted from monolingual data and
bilingual hints obtained from comparable corpora.
They eventually use this information as features in a
false friend classifier and reach up to 20% and 37%
improvement over the baseline precision and recall
respectively. Our false friend identification method
is different from the mentioned studies in the sense
that we generate a supervised classifier from fully
unsupervised labeled data. Unlike previous work
that solely focus on the identification task, our model
leverages both identification and disambiguation.
From the sense disambiguation perspective, there
have been several attempts to integrate word sense
disambiguation (WSD) systems into the SMT
framework in recent years. The main goal of these
studies is to improve the target translation for an ambiguous word in the source sentence. Most studies in this area incorporate supervised WSD systems which exploit labeled training data. As an instance, Carpuat and Wu (Carpuat and Wu, 2005)
integrate a supervised WSD model trained on the
Senseval-3 Chinese lexical sample task data into a
standard Chinese-English phrase-based SMT model
with two methodologies: First, at the decode time,
they limit set of translation candidates for an ambiguous word to the set of translations mapped to
the sense predicted by the WSD model. Second,
they replace the translations chosen by SMT with
the translation predicted by WSD system. Nevertheless, they show none of these methods improves
baseline BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002). Vickrey et al (2005) formulate the task of using WSD
for SMT as word translation task. They use parallel data to train their WSD model. They showed
that they improve accuracy in both word translation
and blank-filling tasks. However, they did not incorporate their word translation setup in an end-to-end
SMT system.
Carpuat and Wu (2007) transformed the problem
into a phrase sense disambiguation task by incorporating state-of-the-art WSD features for selecting a
target phrase out of all aligned phrases as the possible senses. Chan et al (2007) also embedded stateof-the-art WSD system into SMT by adding more
features into the SMT model. They showed that they
improve Baseline BLEU score using their WSDbased model.
Yang and Kirchhoff (2012) use an unsupervised

WSD to improve SMT final performance. Similar to
previous studies, they add the WSD acquired feature
to the SMT model. They could improve the BLEU
score by 0.3% compared to the baseline.
All the mentioned studies aim to enhance SMT
by identifying the appropriate target translation for
a source word in a given context. Our approach is
different from previous work in two aspects: First,
we try to improve SMT lexical choice by identifying false friends and replacing them with the most
adequate equivalent from standard language. Unlike previous work, all these steps are done on a
given input sentence and we can see them as a preprocessing phase, thereby, there is no need to change
the SMT model. Second, our approach does not assume that the in-domain parallel data is available.
Hence, it is not constrained by the domain and can
be extended to any other language variants.
The main difference between this approach and
our previous work as described in (Aminian et al.,
2014) lies in the fact that we try to improve SMT lexical choice by enhancing FF translation. Rather than
blindly replacing all dialectal words with their standard equivalent as we did in (Aminian et al., 2014),
here we try to automatically identify FF as one of the
important sources of translation degradation across
language variants and leverage knowledge acquired
from monolingual standard data to predict the best
equivalent for FF based on the context.

3

Approach

We describe our model in this section. We use two
modules in our model: 1) a FF identifier (henceforth
PARL) and, 2) a disambiguator (henceforth WC).
PARL is based on a supervised classifier. The training
data for PARL is automatically obtained from parallel
data. WC is based on the likelihood of each standard
equivalent given the contextual information. In all
of our definitions, we use DA and ST to refer to a dialectal and standard language, respectively.
3.1

PARL Classifier

both ST and DA sentences. Each training instance is
shown with a tuple (k, i, y) in which 1 ≤ k ≤ |S|,
1 ≤ i ≤ |Sk | and y ∈ Y. Y refers to the set of
labels {FF, NFF}. We represent the ith word in the
kth sentence as wki and its features as φ(k, i) ∈ IRd
where d is the size of feature vector. Given the set
of training tuples (k, i, y), a classification algorithm
is used to train the model. We use Averaged Perceptron (Freund and Schapire, 1999) as our classifier
with the following features: word form for the current word and part of speech tag for the previous,
current and next words.
Automatic Label Estimation We use a dialect
identification tool to define a function L(k, i), that
identifies the dialect for wki out of two possibilities:
DA and ST. We do word alignment on D using an unsupervised alignment algorithm. We define Aki to
be the English word aligned to wki . Accordingly, we
define EwST as the set of all English words aligned to
the source word w for the cases where w is identified
as ST. EwST can be written as:
EwST = {∀e ∈ EN | ∃j, h Aj,h = e, wj,h = w,
L(j, h) = ST } (1)
To reduce noise in the automatically acquired
word alignments, we just consider aligned word
pairs with frequency more than 5. For each wki
where L(k, i) is equal to DA, we have to decide
whether the word is FF or not. We define a function
F(wki , Aki ) that returns true if we decide to label
wki as FF and false otherwise (Eq. 2).
F(wki , Aki ) = true ⇔ Sim(Aki , EwSTki ) < δ (2)
where δ is a manually defined threshold and Sim
is defined in Eq. 3:
1 X
Sim(e, E) =
|CE |

c∈CE

We first give some basic definitions about the setup.
Parallel text D is a set of aligned sentences S =
0 } in the
{S1 , S2 , ..., SN } and S 0 = {S10 , S20 , ..., SN
source and target languages respectively. We assume
S 0 to be English (EN) in our experiments. S contains
41

P

0
e0 ∈c dist(e, e )

|c|

(3)

where CE partitions E into non-overlapping clusters. Each c ∈ CE contains a cluster of words in
E with similar meaning. The clusters are obtained
from using the distance measure (Wu and Palmer,
1994) in Eq. 4.

2 · d(se,e0 )
dist(e, e0 ) =
d(e) + d(e0 )

(4)

where se,e0 is a maximally specific superclass of e
and e0 in WordNet (Miller, 1995) and d is the depth
of the node in the WordNet taxonomy.
In short, Eq. 3 computes a weighted average similarity between various ST senses of the target word
and its DA sense in the sentence k. The intuition behind this setting is as follows: for a particular word
that is identified as DA in a sentence, we measure
similarity of its aligned English word to the set of
all English words aligned to ST occurrences of the
same word (EwST ). If this similarity is less than a
threshold δ, we label that word as FF. We set δ to
0.5 in our experiments.
3.2

WC Classifier

We now describe our disambiguation model. We
use a large amount of monolingual data D0 as a
set of sentences S = {S1 , S2 , ..., SM } in the ST
form. We perform unsupervised word clustering on
D0 to obtain word cluster assignments for each word.
We then use word clusters to build our disambiguation model. The model comprises five parameters:
P−2 (c|w), P−1 (c|w), P+1 (c|w) and P+2 (c|w) for
all c ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} where K refers to the number of clusters, in addition to the word probability P (w). Hence, context parameters are Pτ (c|w)
for τ ∈ {−2, −1, +1, +2} in which c specifies
cluster of the word which is placed in the offset τ
for the word w. Pτ (c|w) is estimated using maximum likelihood estimation with additive smoothing. The smoothing parameter is set to 0.1 in our
experiments. To avoid sparsity, we assume that all
previous contexts are the same and analogously all
next contexts are also the same. In other words, we
tie P−2 (c|w) and P−1 (c|w) into one parameter and
P2 (c|w) and P1 (c|w) into another distinct parameter.
Let Ω(w) be the list of ST equivalents for the DA
word w. We choose the most probable candidate ω ∗
using Eq. 5 by having τ ∈ {−2, −1, 1, 2}.

ω ∗ = argmax log P (ω) +
ω∈Ω

X

log Pτ (cτ |ω) (5)

τ
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The intuition behind this model is as follows: if a
particular DA word in a sentence is identified as FF,
we want to replace it by one of its ST equivalents. If
an alternative word is more likely to appear in that
context compared to other possible equivalents, we
expect our model to select that as the replacement.
Since we train word clusters on ST data, the model
tends to assign more weight on words that fit better
to ST contexts.

4

Experimental Setup

Data Sets To train PARL classifier, we use parallel
data DM E which is a collection of MSA and EGY
texts created from multiple LDC catalogs.1 The
data comprises 29M MSA and 5M DA tokenized
words from multiple genres including newswire,
broadcast news, broadcast conversations, and weblogs. To train the disambiguator, we use the Arabic Gigaword 4 (Graff and Cieri, 2003) containing 848M tokenized MSA words. To train the
model described in § 3.2, we exclude punctuation
as well as clitics from the target word local context. These words usually do not provide much information about the target word and will increase
model sparsity. All data sets used in our experiments have undergone the following preprocessing
steps: all Arabic data is Alef/Ya normalized and tokenized using MADAMIRA v1. (Pasha et al., 2014)
according to Arabic Treebank (ATB) tokenization
scheme (Maamouri et al., 2004). We used Tree Tagger (Schmid, 1994) to tokenize English data.
Tools We use GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) for
word alignment. We obtain word clusters from
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) K-means word
clustering tool. We use the continuous bag of word
model to build word vectors of size 200 using a word
window of size 8 for both left and right. The number
of negative samples for logistic regression is set to
25 and threshold used for sub-sampling of frequent
words is set to 10−5 in the model with 15 iterations.
We also use full softmax to obtain the probability
distribution.
We use AIDA (Elfardy and Diab, 2013) as the dialect identification tool. AIDA also provides a list of
MSA equivalents for identified DA words in context.
1
41 LDC catalogs including data prepared for GALE and
BOLT projects.

BASELINE1
BASELINE2
BASELINE3
PARL
WCcor
PARL+WC
PARL+WCcor

BLEU

METEOR

TER

WER

PER

20.6
20.1
21.3
20.7
20.9
21.0
21.3

27.5
27.2
28.0
27.1
27.7
27.7
27.9

65.9
68.3
65.2
67.5
65.4
66.2
65.5

69.2
71.6
68.6
69.6
68.7
68.5
68.0

45.3
46.6
44.6
45.5
44.8
45.3
44.5

Table 1: Evaluation results (BLEU, METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), TER (Snover et al., 2006),
WER, PER) on the Bolt-arz test set compared to the baselines.
SMT System We use Moses decoder (Koehn et
al., 2007) to build a standard phrase-based SMT
system. Feature weights are tuned to maximize
BLEU score on the tuning set using Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) (Och, 2003) algorithm.
Final results are reported by averaging over three
tuning sessions with random initialization. Significant test is also performed to make sure that gains
in the results are statistically significant. We use the
implementation of Clark et al. (2011) to compute
the p-value via approximate randomization algorithms. Since AIDA generates MSA equivalents in
the lemma form, we use a factored translation model
with lemma and POS factors. We use GIZA++ (Och
and Ney, 2003) to word align the parallel corpus.
We use SRILM (Stolcke and others, 2002) to build
5-gram language models with modified Kneser-Ney
smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995). Our language
modeling data consists of three data sets: a) The English Gigaword 5 (Graff and Cieri, 2003); b) The
English side of the BOLT Phase 1 parallel data; and,
c) different LDC English corpora collected from discussion forums.2 .
The translation model is trained using the MSA
part of DM E with 29M words. Therefore, any improvement in translating DA words on the test set is
gained by our false friend identification and disambiguation approach. Our test set comprises 16K tokenized EGY words and is acquired by selecting 1065
sentences from LDC2012E30 (BOLT-arz-test). The
tuning set contains 1547 sentences obtained from
multiple LDC catalogs3 and comprises 20k tokens.
2
LDC2012E04,
LDC2012E16,
LDC2012E21,
LDC2012E54
3
LDC2012E15, LDC2012E19, LDC2012E55
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5

Results and Discussion

The main goal of this work is to improve the translation chosen by SMT for a false friend based on its
surrounding context. The final SMT performance
is affected by two factors: First, the accuracy of
false friend identifier and disambiguator. Second,
the quality of predefined candidates generated by
AIDA (FF are then replaced by one of these candidates chosen by WC ).
In order to accurately evaluate the quality of our
identification and disambiguation process, we design three different baselines. As the first baseline,
we randomly tag EGY words which have been observed as MSA in the train data as false friend. False
friends then are replaced by a randomly selected
sense from respective candidates list (BASELINE1).
As the second baseline, we follow the setup introduced in (Aminian et al., 2014). In this baseline,
all EGY words that meet mentioned criteria, are replaced with one randomly selected sense from the
list of candidates (BASELINE2). As the third baseline,
we use the results of the raw baseline without any replacement (BASELINE3). The first two baselines can
be used to evaluate the accuracy of FF identifier and
disambiguator modules. The last baseline evaluates
the overall effectiveness of the approach to enhance
EGY-EN SMT which depends on both factors mentioned before.
The first three rows of Table 1 show BASELINE1,
BASELINE2 and BASELINE3 results on our test set.
PARL in the fourth row demonstrates the setup
that only parallel data is exploited to identify false
friends. The identified DA word is then replaced by
a randomly selected MSA sense from the candidate

Ref.
Baseline
Replacement
Baseline Trans.
Replacement Trans.

i will tell you a story , and you judge whose fault it is .
Tb AnA H+ AHky l+ HDrp +k mwqf w+ tqwly myn Ally glTAn
tmAm AnA H+ AHky l+ HDrp +k mwqf w+ tqwly myn Ally glTAn

ok , i am going to talk to you and say who was wrong .
i will talk to you stand and say who was wrong .

Table 2: Example of correct FF identification and replacement with non-improving BLEU score.
list. Similarly, WCcor shows the setup where WC is
directly used to identify and replace false friends.
In this setup, original EGY word is manually added
to the list of MSA candidates generated by AIDA.
Thus, WC module selects the most adequate candidate based on the context from the list containing
both MSA equivalents and original EGY word. In
other words, WC simultaneously performs FF identification and sense disambiguation. PARL+WC refers
to the system that uses PARL to identify FF and then
WC to disambiguate them. It is to be emphasized
that in this setup, WC chooses the most appropriate
MSA equivalent of each false friend only from the
list of candidates generated by AIDA. We also define
PARL+WCcor in which WCcor is used as a FF identifier
as well as disambiguator (similar to the second setup
above). In fact, we prevent mistakes from PARL by
using WC as an identifier as well. This setup replaces
a word by its MSA equivalent only if both PARL and
WC identify it as FF.
As shown in Table 1, all replacement experiments
outperform BASELINE1 and BASELINE2 in terms of
BLEU score. PARL improves BASELINE1 and BASELINE2 BLEU scores by 0.1% absolute (0.5% relative) and 0.6% absolute (3% relative) receptively.
This implies that our FF identifier achieves more accurate FF predictions compared to random and blind
predictions.
Using WCcor for FF identification and disambiguation shows a noticeable improvement over the
case that we just use PARL for identification (in terms
of BLEU, WER and PER). This shows that contextual similarity plays a more important role compared
to the information extracted from parallel data to
train a FF identification model. PARL is also too sensitive to errors in the word alignment. So noise in
the alignment will lead to incorrect prediction and
thereby, inadequate replacement.
As expected, combining PARL and WC for FF
44

identification and replacement (PARL+WC) outperforms the individual decisions made by each module solely. This setup benefits from evidences provided by both modules for FF identification and
sense disambiguation. Eventually, the last setup
PARL+WCcor leads to 0.3% absolute (1.4% relative)
BLEU improvement over PARL+WC. It also outperforms PARL+WC in terms of other SMT evaluation
metrics such as METEOR, TER, WER and PER.
For example, it achieves 0.7%, 0.5% and 0.8% reduction in TER, WER and PER respectively compared to PARL+WC. In the last setup, we just replace
words which both PARL and WC commonly identify
them as FF. In other words, WC refines some of the
PARL mistakes and avoids it from replacing words
which are mistakenly identified as FF by PARL . It
is worth noting that significant tests show that all
gains in the BLEU, METEOR and TER over BASELINE2 and BASELINE3 are statistically significant at
the 95% level.
Our best performing setup, PARL+WCcor , reduces
BASELINE3 WER and PER by the noticeable amount
of 0.6% and 0.1% respectively. This indicates that
our approach has the power to enhance SMT lexical
choice and select more accurate target translations
for the false friends. However, our method does not
outperform BASELINE3 BLEU score. Our analysis
shows that the main reason for this phenomenon is
that the SMT translation table does not contain adequate bilingual phrase pairs for some of the replaced
MSA equivalents (suggested by AIDA). Thus, decoder can not generate coherent phrases while translating these words. As an example, consider the sentence shown in Table 2. Word ‘Tb’ in the baseline
sentence means all right, very well or ok in EGY
while it means medicine when used as MSA. Our
FF identifier has correctly identified this word as a
FF. The disambiguator module also has adequately
replaced word ‘Tb’ with the MSA word ‘tmAm’

which means ok. However, this replacement does
not yield to a better translation for this word. This
happens because word ‘tmAm’ has not been observed as an interjection in our SMT phrase table.
Thus, SMT decoder is not able to find a good translation for this word.
PARL
PARL+WC
PARL+WCcor

BASELINE1

BASELINE2

BASELINE3

37.7/38.5
38.7/32.8
40.5/32.2

41.5/40.3
45.5/36.4
46.4/36.3

34.7/44.2
34.0/35.2
35.7/35.1

Table 3: Percentage of BLEU-enhanced sentences/percentage of BLEU-degraded sentences for
different replacement approaches compared to each
baseline separately.
We conducted another analysis to closely assess
the impact of our disambiguator module (WC ) in
improving target sentences BLEU score. We ran
our replacement setups on the proportion of Boltarz sentences which contain at least one FF. FF are
predicted by PARL module. We ended up getting a
set with 796 sentences. Table 3 shows the percentage of BLEU-enhanced and BLEU-degraded sentences in this set for each setup compared to the
baselines separately. The setup which exploits WCcor
for FF identification and disambiguation is excluded
from this comparison as it does not use PARL for FF
identification. As the percentages in Table 3 indicate, PARL+WC noticeably increases (decreases) percentage of BLEU-enhanced (BLEU-degraded) sentences compared to PARL setup with respect to BASELINE1 and BASELINE2. As shown before (Table 1),
the last setup PARL+WCcor did not improve BASELINE3 BLEU score. However, results in Table 3
show that this setup increases percentage of BLEUenhanced sentences compared to PARL+WC and PARL
with respect to BASELINE3 significantly. Comparing
percentages of BLEU˙degraded sentences for mentioned setups gives the same results.
Table 4 shows some translation examples with
and without any replacement. The replacement is
done using our best-performing setup PARL+WCcor
on Bolt-arz test set. The first four examples demonstrate cases that FF (shown in bold) are correctly
identified and replaced with a proper MSA equivalent. For instance, the word ‘zy’ in the first exam45

ple means uniform or clothing in MSA and such as
or like in EGY. Thus, replacing the word ‘zy’ with
MSA word ‘mvl’ which means like yields to better
translation and thereby, improves BLEU score.
In the second example, word ‘nsyb’ which means
forget in this context is replaced with MSA equivalent ‘trk’ that means leave or forget. As the result,
decoder has translated phrase ‘trk +nA mn AlAxtlAf’ into a longer phrase let us from the difference
instead of generating an incoherent translation such
as baseline.
Word ‘wHcp’ in the third example is not a pure
EGY word. However, it conveys a meaning different
from its observed senses in the phrase table. Hence,
baseline incorrectly translates this word to difficult
while the replaced setup generate the correct translation bad for the replaced MSA equivalent ‘syC’.
Hence, as shown, our approach has improved SMT
lexical choice significantly in this example.
Word ‘cwf’ in the fourth example is also correctly
identified as a FF according to context. This word is
used as noun in MSA with meanings look and appearance while it is used as a command verb (order someone to look) in EGY. As we can see, our
disambiguator module has adequately replaced this
word with the verb ‘rAy’ which means to look at
or to see. As the result, the decoder has translated
this word into the word see in the English sentence
which leads to higher BLEU score compared to the
baseline translation.
Word ‘Erkp’ in the fifth example has English
equivalent battle in EGY and test in MSA context.
Similar to the previous example, baseline selects
the incorrect translation testing. While our replacement setup substitues this word with MSA equivalent ‘mErkp’ which means battle and thereby, improves the translation.
Sixth instance in Table 2 demonstrates the example where our FF identifier has incorrectly identified
word ‘HAjp’ (need in this context) as FF. This word
is then replaced by the word ‘Amr’ (order) which
does not convey the original word meaning according to context. Hence, the decoder is not able to find
a proper translation for the replaced word in the context.

Ref.
Baseline
Replacement
Baseline Trans.
Replacement Trans.
Ref.
Baseline
Replacement
Baseline Trans.
Replacement Trans.
Ref.
Baseline
Replacement
Baseline Trans.
Replacement Trans.
Ref.
Baseline
Replacement
Baseline Trans.
Replacement Trans.
Ref.
Baseline
Replacement
Baseline Trans.
Replacement Trans.
Ref.
Baseline
Replacement
Baseline Trans.
Replacement Trans.

not private , i mean like buses and the metro and trains ... etc .
mc mlkyp xASp yEny AqSd zy AlAtwbys w+ Almtrw w+ AlqTAr . . . Alx
mc mlkyp xASp yEny AqSd mvl AlAtwbys w+ Almtrw w+ AlqTAr . . . Alx

privately , i mean , i mean , i do not like the bus and subway train , etc .
not privately , i mean , i mean , such as the bus and subway train , etc .
let us forget about our differences and unite .
nsyb +nA mn AlAxtlAf w+ ntwHd
trk +nA mn AlAxtlAf w+ ntwHd

we disagree and suffering from
let us from the difference and unify
and those who said that the girls ... indeed , i heard very bad words , why ?
w+ Ally yqwl AlbnAt . . . b+ jd smEt AllfAZ wHcp qwy lyh kdh
w+ Ally yqwl AlbnAt . . . b+ jd smEt AllfAZ syC qwy lyh kdh

and to say ... very very difficult . that is why i heard
and to say ... seriously , i heard a strong bad , why ?
at least three parties ; check them and read about them in detail
Ely AlAql three AHzAb cwf +hm w+ AqrA +hm b+ Emq
Ely AlAql three AHzAb rAy +hm w+ AqrA +hm b+ Emq

at least three of the depth of them and with them .
at least three parties see them and baqir them in depth
it is waiting for disagreement between the salafis and the liberals ,
which engages them in a new battle of nonsense speech similar to
yntZr An yxtlf Alslfywn mE AllybrAlyyn f+ ydxlwA fy Erkp Ely +k jdydp mn qbyl rmy
yntZr An yxtlf Alslfywn mE AllybrAlyyn f+ ydxlwA fy mErkp Ely +k jdydp mn qbyl rmy

it is expected that the salafis disagrees with liberals , in testing on your new prior to throw
waiting for the salafis disagrees with liberals , in the battle for your new prior to throw
also eradication of poverty and need is very important , toqua
w+ kmAn AlqDAC Ely Alfqr w+ HAjp mhm jdA yA+ tqy
w+ kmAn AlqDAC Ely Alfqr w+ Amr kbyr jdA yA+ tqy

and also the eradication of poverty and need is very important ,
and also the eradication of poverty and a very large ,

Table 4: Translation examples with and without replacement drawn from Bolt-arz test
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Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a new approach for improving crosslanguage SMT performance without any in-domain
training data by identifying false friends and replacing them with a semantically similar equivalent from
the standard language. We show that our approach
improves lexical choice in EGY-EN SMT system
trained only on MSA data. We demonstrate a fully
unsupervised approach for false friend identification and disambiguation using evidences extracted
from parallel and monolingual data. We showed
46

that our best-performing setup reduces the baseline
WER and PER by the noticeable amount of 0.6%
and 0.1% respectively. One interesting line to expand this study is exploring an automatic way to
generate the list of possible equivalents for FF instead of using a predefined inventory of senses. One
idea is benefiting from continues word vectors and
their similarity to extract possible word senses for a
particular FF from available monolingual corpus.
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